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Kushner, 35, married Ivanka in 2009. She converted to Judaism for him
He has advised his father-in-law on Israel
Kushner helped arrange a meeting with a dozen Republican lawmakers in
DC
He has frequent phone calls and lunches with his friend Rupert Murdoch
Kushner and his wife have been off the campaign trail for the birth of their
third child just over a week ago
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Before introducing Donald Trump to roughly a dozen Republican lawmakers at the Washington law
offices of Jones Day, U.S. Senator Jeff Sessions paused to acknowledge the man he said had
facilitated the closed-door talks.
He said it was Jared Kushner, a 35-year-old real estate investor and newspaper owner, who had
suggested the get-together last month, arguing that it would enable Trump to win more allies on
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3523329/Behind-Donald-Trump-son-law-adviser.html
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Capitol Hill, according to a person in the room.
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Kushner is also Trump's son-in-law, having married the Republican presidential front-runner's
daughter Ivanka in 2009.
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Jared Kushner, seen here on Sunday with his wife Ivanka leaving his new son Theodore's bris, is a top
informal adviser to his father-in-law Donald Trump
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High powered family: Jared Kushner (pictured above with his wife Ivanka) has seen his influence with his
father-in-law Donald Trump grow and is now reportedly advising his fellow property mogul on policy
matters as the presidential primary campaign continues
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A real-estate tycoon like his father-in-law, Kushner has emerged as one of a very few advisers as
Trump seeks the Republican nomination to the Nov. 8 election, according to five people close to
Trump.
It is especially rare given that Trump styles himself as his own best adviser and has said he consults
only a few people despite a promise to hire the country's top minds once he becomes president.
While 'well respected,' Kushner has no official campaign role, Trump spokeswoman Hope Hicks
said. She confirmed however that Kushner had helped with the Sessions meeting and had informally
advised the candidate on Israel and in other areas.
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This could be helpful to Trump, 69, who entered the race 10 months ago hailing his having never
held public office as an asset, but whose campaign has been rocked by turbulence over remarks
offensive to women, Muslims, immigrants, party loyalists and others.
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At times Kushner has urged Trump to behave like a more traditional candidate, stressing the
importance of building relationships with politicians and traditionally active donors, say the sources
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In an interview Kushner's friend David Schulhof, founder of a music publishing company, cited a
level-headedness and listening skill that would make Kushner a calming influence.
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close to Trump, speaking on condition of anonymity.
They also say Kushner can use friendships like the ones he has with media mogul Rupert Murdoch
and billionaire Ronald Perelman as a bridge to influential people with whom his father-in-law is not
close. Neither Murdoch nor Perelman would comment for this story.
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Kushner often travelled with his wife and father-in-law on campaign stops, before the end stages of her
pregnancy and recent birth left them staying closer to home. Here Jared, right, stands with his in-laws in
Iowa on February 1
Union: Ivanka converted to Judaism before she married Jared in 2009 at a lavish ceremony at her father's
golf club in Bedminster, New Jersey.

An Orthodox Jew, whose wife Ivanka converted to Judaism before they married, Kushner and his
family have connections to Israel. Along with his father, also a prominent real-estate developer,
Kushner was listed in a 2015 report by the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) as a
benefactor for its real estate committee, which required a donation of at least $36,000 to the
powerful pro-Israel lobbying group.
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Using his family and business ties, Kushner arranged a series of meetings for Trump during a trip
the candidate planned to make to Israel last year, the sources say.
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The trip never happened. Trump scrapped it after Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
condemned his proposal to ban Muslims from entering the United States. Trump later suggested
that if elected he would not take sides in the dispute between Israel and the Palestinians, a stance he
said would help him negotiate a peace deal but which was unusually neutral for an American
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Kushner's parents donated $20 million two years ago to a medical school campus in Jerusalem now
named after them.
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politician looking to court voters on Israel.
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Friend in very high places: They were also invited in 2011 by Rupert Murdoch and his then-wife Wendi Deng
(above with both) to the baptism of their two young daughters at the River Jordan
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Keeping up appearances: Ivanka's husband Jared (pictured above with Rupert Murdoch's ex-wife Wendi
Deng in 2010) is now considered one of Donald Trump's most trusted financial and policy advisers
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Family friends: Billionaire media mogul Rupert Murdoch plants a kiss on Ivanka's cheek at a gala evening at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 2010

Ahead of AIPAC's annual conference last month in Washington, Kushner advised his father-in-law to
lay out concrete policies that would help smooth over relations with the Jewish community,
according to two sources. He further advised him to use a teleprompter for the speech, ditching his
usual conversational style, the people close to Trump said.
It was also Kushner who fielded a call from Israel's ambassador to the United States, Ron Dermer,
who wanted to offer Trump the Israeli government's perspective ahead of the AIPAC speech,
according to the sources.
Dermer's office declined to comment.
In the end, Trump delivered an uncharacteristically detailed speech to the 18,000 people who
attended the conference, outlining a series of policy positions broadly aligned with AIPAC's. An
AIPAC spokesman declined to comment.
Trump told attendees that Palestinians must scrub hatred of Israel from their educational system and
stop naming public places after people who attacked Israel. He said the United States must stand
with Israel in rejecting attempts by the United Nations to impose restrictions on Israel or parameters
for a peace deal. He criticized the U.S. deal with Iran as bad for Israel.
While helping Trump craft the speech, Kushner sought advice from the politically connected editor of
his newspaper, the New York Observer. The editor, Ken Kurson, a former speech writer for former
New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani, wrote in an email to Reuters that he reviewed the speech before
Trump delivered it.
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New marriage: Rupert Murdoch with his new bride Jerry Hall in London on their wedding day in March of
this year. Despite his friendship with Murdoch's former wife Wendi, Jared Kushner still maintains close ties
with the Australian born media mogul
Family man: The Kushners are devoted parents - and the importance of family has been there since day
one. They included fliers to Trump gold properties in their wedding gifts bags when he married Ivanka

Trump has loomed large in Kushner's life since day one of his marriage. The New York Post
reported that invitations to Kushner's wedding, held at a Trump golf club in New Jersey, included a
flier advertising Trump's other golf properties.
Kushner, who with his wife has taken family vacations with News Corp owner Murdoch and his
ex-wife Wendi Deng, has worked to calm Murdoch's ire with Trump over the candidate's criticism of
the company's Fox News Channel and star anchor Megyn Kelly, two people familiar with his
activities say.
During regular phone calls and lunches Kushner tries both to soothe Murdoch and stump for his
father-in-law, these people said.
Despite his influence behind the scenes, Kushner keeps a largely low profile on the campaign trail.
During a Trump rally in South Carolina last November, he hung back while other family members
took the stage until his father-in-law called him out.
'Where's Jared? Jared get up here,' Trump shouted. Kushner, clad in charcoal-colored pants and a
black quilted down vest, shuffled up, hands jammed in his pockets.
'Jared's a very successful developer and he just loves politics now,' Trump said, adding with a bit of
gleeful teasing: 'Look at him. See the way he dresses?'
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Music Awards
'It was a surprise
move for him': Ade
Edmondson has
secured a top secret
role in Star Wars:
Episode VIII
British comedian
Lena Dunham feels
betrayed as she
discovers her best
friend has been dating
ex lover Adam Driver
behind her back on
HBO's Girls
Selena Gomez teases
a glimpse of her midriff
as she celebrates her
iHeartRadio Music
Awards win at The Nice
Guy
Tum-thing special
Benedict
Cumberbatch and his
stylish wife Sophie
Hunter enjoy a romantic
sunset stroll through
the streets of New York

DON'T MISS
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Zayn Malik dazzles the
crowd at iHeartRadio
awards as he's named
first UK male solo artist
to debut at number one
on the Billboard album
chart
'He has been through
a lot': Scott Disick
finally bonds with
Caitlyn Jenner during
candid visit to St. Louis
on I Am Cait
Bonding time
Shopping with the
Lord! Dynamic duo
Kendall Jenner and
Scott Disick take on
Beverly Hills for some
retail therapy
Still in the fold
Officially OFF the
market! Million Dollar
Listing's Josh Altman
weds Heather Bilyeu
after previously
postponing their
nuptials
Wedding bells
Hope you're ready for
some spice girls! Mel B
turns heads in leather
trousers as she takes
daughters out for family
dinner in LA
Girls' night out
Rory Feek stays home
with daughter instead
of attending Academy
of Country Music
Awards, where fellow
musicians paid a
touching tribute to his
late wife Joey Feek
Megyn Kelly says she
has received death
threats since her her
'unfortunate' feud with
Donald Trump started
She is a Fox News
journalist
Hot on his (w)heels!
Make-up free Penny
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Lancaster and
husband Rod Stewart
treat their young son
Aiden to his first
scooter during family
day out

Mane attraction! Justin
Bieber shows off his
new dreadlocks as he
wins Male Artist of the
Year at iHeartRadio
Music Awards
He is 22
Let me braid your hair
mommy! Jessica Alba
bonds with her
daughters as they play
at the park in Beverly
Hills
She's a mom-of-two
Supermodel Jourdan
Dunn expertly practices
her ballet moves as she
flaunts her lithe limbs
and taut abs in workout
snap
Looked sensational
Stone Cold fox! Demi
Lovato shows off her
toned legs as she
performs on stage at
the iHeartRadio Music
Awards
A heartfelt rendition
Legs eleven...out of
ten! Rosie HuntingtonWhiteley wears tiny
Daisy Dukes while
shopping for groceries
with fiance Jason
Statham
Sofia Vergara flaunts
toned legs and pert
derriere in patterned
leggings as she heads
to the gym in North
Carolina
In fine form
Flower power! Nicole
Kidman wows in a
slightly sheer floral
gown while at the
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Academy Of Country
Music Awards with
husband Keith Urban

Piers Morgan to meet
some of America's
most notorious female
killers - including
teenager who had her
mother and brothers
murdered - for a new
TV series
Little Minx! Perrie
Edwards has a
Flashdance moment as
she gets soaked on
stage in super-sexy
leather lingerie set
Don't rain on her parade
Earth mother! Jennifer
Garner cuts a casual
figure in sandals and
jeans as she takes her
daughter Seraphina to
LA farmer's market
She is 43
'When you chip ya
tooth before the award
show!' Cody Simpson
suffers mishap before
the iHeartRadio Awards
It's one of the biggest
music events of the year
'They're like two little
chipmunks madly in
love': Simon Cowell
reveals he is happy
about Cheryl and Liam
Payne's controversial
romance
She's got some front!
Ashley Hart flashes
some serious cleavage
in busty bikini selfie as
she enjoys yoga
session
Her older sister Jessica is
a famed model
Howdy ya'll! Katy
Perry takes country girl
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to another level in
bubblegum pink
cowboy boots and
metallic blue jacket
In Las Vegas

'Must've been a
foreign American
player's fault': US
men's national soccer
players Alejandro
Bedoya and Jozy
Altidore poke fun at
Abby Wambach's DUI
Looking good Rusty!
Smiling Russell Crowe
shows off his slender
frame in a mismatched
tracksuit after revealing
he's lost 24 kilograms
In New York City Sunday
Postcards from
paradise! Yolanda
Foster lounges on a
palm tree in hot pink
swimsuit as she shares
photos from tropical
getaway
Tropical getaway in Tahiti
Ivanka Trump steps
out looking incredibly
trim for her baby son's
circumcision ceremony
a week after giving
birth
The 34-year-old's third
child with husband Jared
Fit and fabulous at 48!
Nicole Kidman's
extraordinary bikini
body is revealed on the
cover of Australian
magazine
Looked sensational
Pedal to the metal!
Jessica Alba gears up
for grueling spin
session in leggings and
tight top
Her spin instructor raved
about her work ethic on
Instagram
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'My baby girl!' Hailey
Baldwin is now the
proud owner of a Corgi
puppy as she shows
her off on Instagram
There's a new love in her
life
Ready to work! Mischa
Barton looks sporty in a
bomber jacket and
skinny jeans as she
arrives to rehearsal for
DWTS
The former O.C star
'I take full
responsibility for my
actions': Retired US
soccer star Abby
Wambach apologizes
after she was arrested
for DUI in Oregon
Like a Rolling Stone,
it's Kate the rock chick:
Model honours band by
draping herself in the
Union Flag for 37th
appearance on the
cover of Vogue
Paris Jackson
celebrates 18th
birthday with a kiss
from her 26-year-old
drummer boyfriend
Michael Snoddy
Loved-up pair
Reese Witherspoon is
a fashionable flyer in a
blue and white blouse
and shades as she and
lookalike daughter Ava
jet out of LAX
Rocked casual chic
Hello Dolly! Ms Parton
is sheerly stunning in a
lacy cream hued gown
at the Academy Of
Country Music Awards
in Las Vegas
She is 70
Tracksuited and
booted: Rihanna
flashes her cleavage
and abs in sweatsuit
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from her own collection
as she boards tour bus
In Philadelphia

No Scandal here!
Kerry Washington
shines in elegant floral
dress to discuss Anita
Hill role in Confirmation
at Variety Studio
She is 39
Hot mesh! Lady Gaga
dares to bare in netted
bikini top as she
watches Samantha
Ronson's DJ set at
Palm Springs pool party
Showed off some skin
Time for some Corden
bleu! Gourmand James
joins Hollywood A-lister
Tom Hanks for a double
dinner date in Los
Angeles
Out on the town
Wherever could she
be? North West's tiny
legs stick out as she
wriggles under a chair
during hide and seek
with Kim Kardashian
Ideal hiding spot
Batman v Superman:
Dawn of Justice clings
on to top spot at the
box office for a second
week despite being
panned by critics and
ticket sales taking a
huge nosedive
If Sir Elton has a title,
why don't I? asks the
Piano Man's hubby who
says it is a form of
'discrimination'
Elton was knighted in
1998
'I'm going to be
changing the nappies:'
Ronnie Wood is
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planning to be a
hands-on father as he
and wife Sally talk
about pregnancy
She is 31 years younger

The story of your life?
1D's Louis Tomlinson
steps out with girlfriend
Danielle Campbell and
son Freddie, plus mom,
stepdad, grandad and
TWO half-siblings
Hairdo or hair don't?
Justin Bieber surprises
fans when he reveals
new dreadlocks
The 22-year-old posted to
Instagram about new new
hair-do: 'Why?'
'I would rather let the
truth ruin my career
than lie for a monster
ever again': Kesha
claims she turned down
an offer to retract her
rape allegation
Michelle Dockery is in
good spirits as she
continues filming new
TV show in the US... as
she gets back to work
after fiancé's tragic
death
Scott Disick parties at
Las Vegas nightclub
after admitting he has
made 'a lot of bad
decisions'
The reality star, 32, was
back in Sin City
Ben Affleck is every
inch the doting dad as
he enjoys fatherdaughter day out to the
movies with middle
child Seraphina
Matinee movie in LA
Let the good times
Roll-ex! Disgraced
quarterback Johnny
Manziel gets luxury
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watch company's
crown logo tattooed on
his throwing hand

Full frontal farce!
Report that Canadian
PM Justin Trudeau
plans to bare all for gay
magazine in nude cover
shoot is an April Fools
Joking around
Benedict
Cumberbatch cradles
baby Christopher in his
arms during stroll with
his pretty wife Sophie
Hunter in New York
Cradled his tiny tot
Kendall Jenner flaunts
her perky posterior and
lean limbs in racy
thigh-high boots as she
heads to The Nice Guy
in LA
Looked statuesque
Harry Styles and
Chelsea Handler
'enjoyed flirty night at
house party last year'...
although insiders insist
they are just friends
Rumors are flying
The fairest of them all!
Charlize Theron shows
off her long legs in slit
white gown at The
Huntsman: Winter's War
premiere in Singapore
Dazzled fans
Leonardo DiCaprio
looks unfazed as he
enjoys the Long Beach
ePrix after Indonesia
threatens to ban him for
environmental
crusades
Causes controversy
Eight times the charm!
Judi Dench makes
history with another
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win at star-studded
Olivier Awards but says
she's 'livid' at losing bet
with her grandson

More than $100million
in funding for The Wolf
of Wall Street came
'from a Malaysian state
fund meant to spur
local economic
development', FBI says
Model Katie Keight
moves in with
$305million Damien
Hirst - the richest artist
in the world
At 26, the model is half his
age
WATCH: The hilarious
moment Dame Judi
Dench photobombs Zoë
Wanamaker at the
Olivier Awards during a
red carpet interview
Playing the fool
Caped crusader!
Suicide Squad's Scott
Eastwood goes
shirtless in a towel at
South Beach triathlon
for St. Jude's
Doing a good deed
Jessica Chastain
shows off her gravitydefying bust in a
plunging black gown at
The Huntsman: Winter's
War premiere
Looked incredible
Brooklyn Beckham
joins dad David as the
former football ace
adds yet another tattoo
to his extensive
collection
Work on his right ankle
this time
Ben Affleck 'moves
into $35,000 a month
house next door to
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home he shared with
Jennifer Garner' nine
months after split
Brooke Shields' home

Singer Rita Coolidge
claims she penned part
of Eric Clapton's hit
'Layla' but got no
credit... and only found
out when she heard it
on the radio
Not happy
Sir Ian McKellen
handed back £1m
advance for his
memoirs after deciding
it was too painful to
delve into his past
Took nine months off
Ewan McGregor, 45,
enjoys beach stroll as
he treats himself to
camper van holiday on
the California coast
Visibly off-duty and
looking relaxed
Don't rely on your
looks, TV icon warns
James Norton
War And Peace star
James Norton might need
to watch out for critics

Game of Thrones star
Kit Harington and
girlfriend Rose
Leslie step out for
first-ever red carpet
appearance at Olivier
Awards
Wonder if they did
Carpool Karaoke?
James Corden holds
hands with his son Max
as they take a walk in
the sunshine in Malibu
Cute pair
Cara Delevingne and
St Vincent move into a
flat in Paris as rumors
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build that they will
marry soon
Moving into a flat they
have bought in Paris' arty
6th arrondissement

Beaming Kelly
Osbourne cradles her
cute Teacup
Pomeranian Polly as
she steps out in Los
Angeles with her pet
pooch
Held dog close
PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Racy Rita Ora puts on
an extremely sexy
display while flaunting
her BARE derrière in
raunchy PVC stockings
and sheer lace mini
skirt
Claire Danes steps out
hand-in-hand with
husband Hugh Dancy
as she walks to her new
play Dry Powder in NYC
Chatted animatedly to her
British actor partner
PICTURED: Troubled
Puddle Of Mudd singer
Wes Scantlin is led
away from his LA home
following two-hour
stand-off with 30
heavily-armed cops
Caitlyn Jenner looks
elegant in chic red
gown at GLAAD Media
Awards... as it is
revealed she will star in
Transparent
Star-studded soiree
Downton Abbey's
Allen Leech and
Benedict
Cumberbatch's niece
Emily Peacock visit the
star on the set of
Marvel flick Doctor
Strange in NYC
Benedict
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Cumberbatch reunites
with his 12 Years a
Slave co-star Chiwetel
Ejiofor on the NYC set
of Doctor Strange
Oscar-nominated pair

Bella Hadid shows off
her supermodel figure
in a plunging black
swimsuit as she leaps
cliff from a cliff into the
ocean whilst holidaying
in St Barts
Perk up droopy
earlobes and banish
witch's chin: Suddenly
the anti-ageing industry
has a cure for every
part of your body
New treatments
Kultural Kardashians!
Kim and Kanye lead the
pack as members of the
famous family spend
the day together at
museum
Kourtney and daughter
Penelope Disick joined
Nicole Richie wears
pussybow blouse and
flared jeans for fashion
interview as she holds
hands with daughter
Harlow
Loves fashion
Budding photographer
Brooklyn Beckham gets
snap happy while riding
his skateboard around
Beverly Hills
Combined his two favorite
hobbies
She's got the look!
Demi Lovato wows in a
plunging waistcoat with
animal print trousers
while at GLAAD Media
Awards
Stunned on red carpet
The refreshingly
low-key royal: Princess
Margaret's daughter
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Lady Sarah Chatto pops
out to pick up a
package from British
department store Peter
Jones

Kim Kardashian
flaunts her famous
cleavage in a plunging
bodysuit and custom
Slay jacket as she
enjoys family day out
All eyes on her
The cheek of it!
Rihanna waggles her
pert derriere as she hits
the stage in New
Jersey in high spirits
and a pair of racy chaps
Put on quite the show
Zendaya flaunts her
lithe limbs in a
thigh-split embellished
dress and rocks 20s
style hair at the GLAAD
Media Awards
19-year-old singer
Not so estranged!
Avril Lavigne snuggles
up to 'ex' Chad Kroeger
as they fly into Calgary
ahead of Canada's Juno
Awards
Confusing news
Trailer Park Boys
actress quits after
co-star Mike 'Bubbles'
Smith arrested for
domestic battery for
allegedly choking a
woman
Going for gold: Kylie
Jenner looks like a
modern day pin-up in
very sexy metallic midi
dress and furry coat as
she heads to The Nice
Guy in LA
Duchess of
Cambridge to pack 15
outfits and a pair of
£106 hiking boots for
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her six-day tour of India
and Bhutan with William
Heavy load

Lilly Wachowski
makes first public
appearance since
coming out as
transgender at the
GLAAD Media Awards
In Beverly Hills
Neil Young, 70, shows
he has a heart of gold
as he dotes on
girlfriend Daryl Hannah,
55, during walk in the
sunshine
The couple were by each
other's side once again
Gigi Hadid takes the
plunge in a revealing
cream ensemble as she
steps out of her NYC
apartment with
boyfriend Zayn Malik
Always together
Love hurts! Joanna
Krupa sports what
looks like a hickey as
she steps out with
husband Romain Zago
in Los Angeles
Dark mark on her neck
Just when you
thought the custody
battle couldn't get more
bitter, an astonishing
Instagram insult from
Madonna's Rocco: I'M A
SON OF A B*TCH
Petal power! Kerry
Washington dazzles in
flower-filled floral print
turtleneck dress as
she's honored by Elle
magazine
Looked exquisite
Jet-setting model
Kendall Jenner plays
aunt to niece Penelope
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Disick... as Kardashian
clan enjoys a family
day out in LA ending
with dinner

Daddy's girl! Kanye
West does the heavy
lifting as he takes
charge of daughter
North during family day
out with Kim
Kardashian
Out in LA
Blac Chyna's
mother Shalana Hunter
'gives Rob Kardashian
her seal of approval
after meeting the star
during LA visit'
Good news for him!
Running errands?
Pippa Middleton wraps
up in a grey jumper and
scarf as she breaks into
a jog on a day out in
Chelsea
In a hurry
Jason Statham
models flowing brown
wig and dons a
plunging blouse before
turning into a baby as
he stars in a VERY
surreal smartphone
advert
Gerard Butler cuts a
rugged figure in a
leather jacket and
trousers as he
promotes London Has
Fallen in Hong Kong
Smart-casual ensemble
Elsa Hosk cuts a
stylish figure in a
motorcycle jacket and
jeans while out with
boyfriend Tom Daly
Out and about in NYC
with her love
Emily Ratajkowski
shows off her ample
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cleavage in a revealing
white halter-neck bikini
as she poses poolside
with pals in LA
Showing some skin

Gwen Stefani nails
hilarious SNL 'Space
Pants' duet with host
Peter Dinklage... before
the Game Of Thrones
star gets completely
naked in spoof skit
Gwen Stefani wears a
very sexy bustier sheer
top as she flashes her
pert posterior in daring
skirt with see-through
panel as she attends
SNL afterparty
'When I say women,
you say suck': SNL
slams Trump's attacks
on women just as the
presidential candidate
rethinks strategy
among female voters
A casual Melissa
McCarthy goes
shopping with husband
Ben Falcone and their
two daughters as she
takes a break from
promoting new movie
The Boss
'We all deserve to be
happy': Ruby Rose
shares message of
hope as she reflects on
the third anniversary of
her hospitalization for
depression
Eggs royale! Prince
Harry stuns
supermarket shoppers
as he is spotted using a
self-service till to buy
groceries at British
store
A fun-filled holiday!
Britney Spears beams
with happiness as she
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shares glimpse of
Hawaiian family
vacation in Instagram
video
Having a blast

'Hold on tight!' Kylie
Jenner gets behind the
wheel and takes her
pals on a wild ride in a
rough road adventure
The reality TV star is 18
years old
Drew Barrymore looks
happy while promoting
her rosé wine at event
in Carmel after
confirming divorce
from Will Kopelman
Drew was all smiles
Taking the plunge!
Bella Hadid frolics in
the surf in revealing
white swimsuit... as her
fun St. Barts vacation
continues
She is 19
No lazy Saturdays!
Busy Jennifer Garner
glows after gym
workout... as she shows
off stunning physique
in cropped leggings
She is 43
Showstopper! Taylor
Swift flashes some
serious leg in thigh-split
gown as she makes
surprise appearance at
GLAAD Media Awards
in LA to honor Ruby
Rose
Jamie Chung is
effortlessly chic in
sweater and jeans
combo as she goes for
the preppy look as she
heads to set of her new
TV pilot
Forgot something?
Katie Holmes seems
determined to put
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romance rumors to rest
as she's spotted again
without THAT ring
Out in Beverly Hills

'Model Phänomen!'
Gigi Hadid bares some
skin as she poses for
her latest international
cover with German
Vogue
Model behavior
'It's exhausting': Thor
actor Chris Hemsworth
admits he's tired of
blockbusters and
reveals plans to focus
on 'contemporary and
real' roles
'My two favorite
Lakers fans!' Adam
Levine confirms Behati
Prinsloo's pregnancy...
as she proudly shows
off her bump in a bikini
Proud father-to-be
Back in black! The
Duchess of York
recycles her favourite
party dress at A-list
hangout the Chateau
Marmont hotel
LBD
'Meet the bearded
JOKER': Jared Leto
shows off chilling growl
as he mimics villain in
Snapchat video
The Oscar winning
44-year-old star
Here's a clash
course! Spring's most
startling trend is color
blocking - and it's not
for the faint of heart
Perfect for cheering up a
wet day
Welcome back to the
jungle: Guns N' Roses
reunite for the band's
first live show in over
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20 years in front of an
A-list crowd
Very VIP crowd

Kardashian
Konfidential: Book
claimsKris tried to
'cure' her sex-change
husband and she
helped daughter Kim
leak THAT sex tape
Stocking up! Doting
dog owner Cameron
Diaz picks up some
supplies for her
pooches at a Los
Angeles pet store
Beds and cages
'How many f--ks do I
give? None, Not one!'
RHOBH star Erika
Jayne dons pink latex
and pigtails in racy new
music video
Blonde bombshell
Focused on their
fitness! Kourtney
Kardashian shares
grueling workout
session with sister
Khloe on her Snapchat
Getting physical
White hot! Ruby Rose
and Lea Michele shun
color and not style as
they dare to bare in
very different ways at
the GLAAD Media
Awards
In LA
Let's get this hoedown
started! Carrie
Underwood rocks
overalls to get some
last minute practice for
the Academy of
Country Music Awards
Joe Jonas continues
to show off his new
blonde hair as he grabs
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lunch with friends in
Sherman Oaks after
purchasing a $3.7m
mansion in the area

Krysten Ritter dazzles
in elegant monochrome
ensemble as she talks
about her career for
Actors on Actors
The 34 year old chose a
monochrome outfit
Supermodel
Stephanie Seymour's
troubled son Peter
Brant Jr. accused of
skipping out on $2,000
restaurant bill leaving
his friends to pick up
the tab
Not horsing around!
Bruce Springsteen's
daughter Jessica
showcases her lean
limbs in dazzling
all-white outfit at
equestrian event
Seeing double! Taylor
Swift lookalike Olivia
Sturgiss recreates
singer's signature looks
in Blank Space and Bad
Blood music videos
after meeting the
superstar
'So... is Jon Snow
single?' Gwen Stefani
asks the big question
as she joins Peter
Dinklage in SNL
preview
Promoting This Is What
The Truth Feels Like
'If I have to run away
for you to run after me,
something is messed
up!' 'Leave Britney
alone' star in rant
against men 'who don't
know what they have'
'Sad to say goodbye!'
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Bella Heathcote posts
from behind the scenes
as she wraps filming on
Fifty Shades Darker set
On the sequel's official
Instagram account

Ready for take off!
Vanessa Hudgens takes
the plunge in pilotinspired jumpsuit... as
she leaves hair salon
with cascading curls
A flirty smile
Mariah Carey puts on
a show to remember in
plunging glitter
leotard...after sharing
cheeky photo on her
Sweet Sweet Fantasy
Tour hits Sweden
Downsizing! Matt
Damon is gearing up for
his new adventure
movie with Kristen Wiig
and Jason Sudeikis
Fans went into meltdown
at the Superbowl
Practice makes
perfect! Mischa Barton
keeps it sporty in
leggings and slouchy
tank top as she arrives
to DWTS rehearsal
In Hollywood
'Best day ever': Taylor
Swift enjoys a girls' day
out at Disney with
model Lily Aldridge and
her daughter Dixie
The 26-year-old looked to
be having a blast
Eva Longoria wears
sexy LBD for date night
with handsome fiance
Jose Basto...before
enjoying day of retail
therapy in Spain
On the red carpet
Charlie Sheen's ex
Brett Rossi is granted
restraining order after
HIV-positive star
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'threatens to hurt her' in
secret recording
Threats on tape

Well we always
thought Benedict was a
bit Strange!
Cumberbatch begins
work on Marvel action
adventure in New York
Exclusive picture
NeNe Leakes
struggles to contain her
ample assets in an
extreme plunging
embellished dress at
the GLAAD media
awards
Looked great
Naomi Campbell
leaves little to the
imagination as she
flashes her assets in
sheer black lace gown
at lavish awards do in
Germany
The top model is 45
'Our children are our
universe': Drew
Barrymore and Will
Kopelman confirm
divorce with joint
statement
Have two children
Rihanna pays tribute
to Princess Diana with
statement top... as she
steps out in thigh-high
jean boots
The 28 year old raved
about the late princess
Keira Knightley layers
up as she shoots
scenes alongside
dapper Edward Norton
on the set of Collateral
Beauty in NYC
Dressed in eclectic mix
Daring to bare! Model
Ashley Hart flaunts her
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cleavage and trim pins
in a plunging black
gown with a sultry
thigh-high slit
Dressed to impress

Prince Harry's friend
plays April Fool joke
advertising U.S. Army
Black Hawk helicopter
commuter service
Marquess of Bowmont
and Cessford
Matt LeBlanc 'took
time out of filming Top
Gear after narrowly
avoiding running over a
crew member on set'
He's everyone's best
friend
Gwyneth Paltrow
soaks up local culture
as she tours a Peruvian
village with her children
during family vacation
in South America
43-year-old actress
Queen's £5 ($7) coin...
that's worth £5,000
($7,000): Royal Mint
releases
commemorative edition
to mark Her Majesty's
90th birthday
'I'm just happy he's
happy': Scott Disick
gives Rob Kardashian's
relationship with Blac
Chyna his approval
Shared his support for his
ex's brother
Divorced, older dads
are now the perfect
catch: Women are
becoming more likely
to follow the example
of Woody Allen's wife
US study
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It ain't 'Nova till it's 'Nova! Villanova
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scores outrageous buzzer-beating threepointer to beat Michael...
'No matter who you are – a man or a woman –
he treats everyone equal!': Melania Trump
turns into a gender...
'Sad' billionaire Richard Branson says
there was 'nothing he could do' to stop
Alaska Airlines from buying...
Erik Bauersfeld, best known for role as
Admiral Ackbar in Star Wars who uttered 'It's a
trap', dies at 93
New Orleans couple are murdered in their
bed while their newborn baby lay
between them
Inside the $16.7bn fortune of Steve Jobs'
widow - including her TWO private jets, her
$138million yacht and...
New trial begins for ex-Vanderbilt football
player accused of raping a female student
as attorney blames...
Michigan couple's new home riddled with as
many as 30 bullet holes as they awake to find
their house under...
Two of New York City's most notorious
killers - including the man who committed
infamous rape and murder of...
Millions under winter weather advisories as
Winter Storm Ursula settles over Northeast,
leaving two dead in...
'It all seems so random': Silicon Valley
CEO and ex-wife of Google founder Anne
Wojcicki opens up about...
Is this the meanest daughter ever - or just the
funniest? Woman shares hysterical text
messages she sends to...
US military gives go ahead to 'Gremlin'
drones: Swarms of craft will overwhelm
enemy defenses and conduct...
Judge approves $20BILLION settlement over
2010 BP oil spill in the biggest ever
environmental pay out in US...
Is Sheryl Sandberg being lined up as Walt
Disney Company's first female CEO?
Facebook COO touted as possible...
Steer clear of alcohol and avoid late night
exercise... sleep experts reveal the 7 things
they would NEVER...
Outcry as Muslim students are exempted
from Swiss tradition of shaking teachers'
hands at school after...
Is testosterone the key to weight loss?
Hormone supplement 'helps men shed fat but
retain muscle'
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Volcanoes, wildfires and flooding from
space: Nasa releases 3 MILLION amazing
shots of Earth revealing its...
Ted Cruz insists he's 'always been faithful' to
wife Heidi amid claims that he is about to be
named in DC...
What dirt does Donald Trump have on Fox
News? New report claims Roger Ailes is
afraid to attack the mogul...
Democrats end debate stand-off: Bernie and
Hillary agree to participate in prime time
showdown in Brooklyn
Latino construction worker defiantly flies
Mexican flag on top of Trump Tower in
Vancouver and assures The...
White House trolls Trump over NATO as it
says it doubts he was mentioned at Obama’s
summit on alliance...
Trump predicts 'very, very big victory' in
Wisconsin primary as he insists ''I don't
exaggerate ... I've...
Is it Paul Ryan? Insiders predict Speaker will
be the candidate after an open Republican
convention (as he...
How Ivanka's husband Jared is advising
Donald Trump on Israel, arranging
meetings with Senators - and even...
Watch out, Donald! Trump won all of Arizona's
delegates but Cruz is hustling to install people
who will run...
Megyn Kelly dons $1,100 Prada snakeskin
stilletos for Wisconsin interview with Ted
Cruz
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